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                            Continuing the legacy of adding another gem in the crown of Jaipur Embark a luxurious living

                            Jaipur, the capital city of Rajasthan, is renowned for its rich heritage and is strongly connected to istory. Every time, the city has mesmerized everyone with its exceptional beauty, profound legacy, and immense growth. opularly known as the ‘Pink City’, you’ll be amazed by the kind of luxurious living and royal lifestyle that people enjoy in Jaipur. You can witness an ever-growing and extensive luxury home segment at Jaipur.
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                Royalty - Delivered, as Promised (Phase-1)
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                Welcoming yet another defining Landmark of Jaipur
Jewel Of India Ph-2
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                        Your stay is more than enough to get yourself vibing. Introducing Jewel of India Phase 2
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                                    Rejuvenate, Refresh & Repeat

                                    The amazing location of the Jewel of India gives you a panoramic view of Aravali Hills and the bustling vicinity of JLN Marg. The perfect location of the project accompanied by free spaces and greenery all around allows one to enfold the beauty of nature and feel connected with Mother Earth. Now sip your passion in style and enjoy the fascinating morning balcony scenery at Jewel of India - refresh and rewind.
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                                    Your private heaven

                                    The bedroom is that part of the house where you go to recharge and rest after a hard day’s work. Keeping that in mind, we have designed minimalistic, yet classy bedroom in every apartment.
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                                    Swim, despite what’s happening outside

                                    Get the desired escape from the outer world and enjoy swimming at your ease in our all-weather swimming pool - made to suit your lifestyle and luxury needs. Rejuvenate, revitalise and relax!
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                    A contemporary en’ JOI Club for 
your pastime, and more
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            Where everything is within reach
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                                    Jewel of India is one of the best project in Jaipur

                                    After moved to JOI, I am having a peaceful life because of the surroundings, safety, greenery and the environment.
I feel very good at JOI, and the kind of experience I am having now, I will definitely recommend in our friends and relatives.

                                    Mrs. Savitri Wadhwani
Resident - JOI
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                                    The team of Suncity is very good beside from it

                                    The architecture is very well planned, it is fully ventilated and not at all congested. There are tower executive in each tower lobby, who is always ready to help. The security is very good, for once if your door remains open you don’t feel stressed out, you feel safe and secured.

                                    Mr. Alok Bhandari
Resident - JOI
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                                    Great concept with beautiful design and infrastructure

                                    So in my opinion I have come to a very nice place and I am happy to stay here.

                                    Mr. & Mrs. Saxena
Resident - JOI
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                                    Whatever they promised and planned, they have delivered everything with it’s top notch quality

                                    Mr. & Mrs. Gupta
Resident - JOI
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                                    We love the feature of massage room, it’s too good

                                    We have used every feature be it library, café, pool and sauna everything and we enjoy each and every part of it. It’s very beautiful and tidy. There is a word called elite, I call it elite.

                                    Mrs. Sejal Dokania & Mrs. Manisha Dokania
Resident - JOI
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                                    Its always a joy to stay out here

                                    Plus you don’t get the feeling that you are living in an apartment, there is a whole lot to it. There are open spaces along with a walking track where you can take your morning walks. You also get a sense of security and a lot of people who cares about you.

                                    Mr. & Mrs. Tandon
Resident - JOI
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                                    It’s the ease of living for which we shifted to JOI, Purely a Jewel of India 24 carat living what do you say it, it’s really, you mean it.

                                    Mr. Anuj Bansal
Resident - JOI
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                                    There is so much open green space and we love it

                                    Amenities in JOI are great and one doesn't have to go out to indulge in any activities or sports. Kids are very safe and secure within the premises. They have plenty of space to play. There is a lot of peace here.

                                    Mr. Trilok Goyal
Resident - JOI
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